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An Investigation of Classroom Situational Dimensions of Emotional and Behavioral Adjustment 

and Cognitive and Social Outcomes for Head Start Children 

Abstract 

This study employed a developmental-ecological approach to investigate the relationship across 

the school year between early problems in preschool classroom situations and a comprehensive 

set of readiness competencies for urban, low-income children. Study I identified three reliable 

and unique underlying classroom situational dimensions where behavior problems occurred: 

Structured Learning, Peer Interaction, and Teacher Interaction situations. Boys and younger 

children evidenced more problematic behavior across all situations. Study II investigated the 

relationship between early problems in the situations and readiness outcomes. Early situational 

difficulties uniquely and differentially predicted lower peer social and classroom learning 

outcomes. In combination, both the type of behavior problem (what) and the situational problem 

(where) explained greater variance in the prediction of readiness outcomes, contributing to a 

more comprehensive understanding of developmental trajectories.  
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An Investigation of Classroom Situational Dimensions of Emotional and Behavioral Adjustment 

and Cognitive and Social Outcomes for Head Start Children 

Much national attention has been paid to the important contribution of emotional and 

behavioral adjustment to young children’s school success (Raver & Knitzer, 2002). A recent 

report from the National Academy of Sciences emphasizes the compromising effects of social, 

regulatory and emotional impairments on children’s early adaptation to normal developmental 

challenges, such as school entry (Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000). In addition, empirical research 

suggests that children exhibiting emotional and behavioral problems are likely to demonstrate a 

host of difficulties within the preschool classroom that interfere with learning and developing 

peer relationships (Belsky & MacKinnon, 1994; Entwisle & Alexander, 1993). These children 

are less likely to be socially and academically ready for kindergarten (Huffman, Mehlinger, & 

Kerivan, 2000). 

A large body of empirical literature documents the influence of early risk factors on 

children’s emotional and behavioral adjustment. Children living in poverty, particularly in 

densely populated urban areas, are disproportionately exposed to the repeated and long-term 

stressors associated with poverty, such as malnutrition, inadequate housing, community violence, 

crime and parental isolation (Garbarino, 1995; McCloyd, 1998). Exposure to these multiple risks 

during critical periods of development increases the likelihood that young children will face 

emotional and behavioral challenges as they adjust to school (Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997; 

Lavigne et al., 1996; Qi & Kaiser, 2003; Raver, 2002).  

Quality early childhood educational experiences are identified as important interventions 

for low-income, urban-residing children with emotional and behavioral needs (Barnett, 1998; 

NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2000; Peisner-Feinberg, Burchinal, Clifford, 
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Culkin, Howes, Kagan, et al., 2001). Key to intervention within early educational environments 

is understanding problem behavior in the context of multiple classroom situational demands 

(Friedman & Wachs, 1999; Jensen & Hoagwood, 1997; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000). The diverse 

learning opportunities within a preschool classroom contain distinct cognitive and social 

demands that require complex behavior and can increase the likelihood of behavior problems 

(Kontos & Keyes, 1999). Early interventions that identify challenging classroom situational 

demands for preschool children can facilitate successful adjustment to school (Campbell, 2002). 

A developmental-ecological theoretical perspective provides a framework to examine 

emotional and behavioral problems as a function of preschool classroom learning demands. This 

model recognizes: (a) both child-level and proximal system influences on adaptive and 

maladaptive behavior, and (b) the development of emotional and behavioral problems as a 

function of the dynamic transaction between situational demands and child capacities over time 

(Sameroff, 1975; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000; Sroufe, 1997). 

According to this model, there are multiple natural environments that influence child 

behavior (Belsky, 1993; Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Wachs, 1992). The most proximal influence, the 

microsystem, exerts the greatest influence on children’s behavior. The processes through which 

this system influences children are seen as bi-directional over time. Not only are children 

influenced by the environment, but the environment is responsive to individual characteristics of 

children as well (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998). These child-level characteristics, or 

ontogenetic influences (e.g., biological or developmental factors), are used to actively organize 

and structure children’s experiences within environmental settings (Sameroff & Chandler, 1975). 

The preschool classroom is an important microsystem influence for young children 

(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998; Friedman & Wachs, 1999). Various interdependent 
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subsystems within the preschool classroom are hypothesized to influence children in a complex, 

dynamic manner – each with their own set of unique demands and expectations for behavior 

(Carta, Sainato, & Greenwood, 1988; McEvoy, 1990; Stollar & Dye Collins, 1994). Each 

situation or learning opportunity in the classroom contains distinct cognitive and social demands 

that require a repertoire of complex skills and behavior. Teacher and peer social expectations, 

classroom rules, attention to tasks, appropriate play, and the establishment of friendship patterns 

are examples of some of these preschool classroom demands (Feil, Severson, & Walker, 1995).  

Child problem behavior develops as a function of the dynamic transactions between 

ontogenetic capacities and these multiple classroom demands (Cicchetti & Sroufe, 2000; 

Cicchetti & Toth, 1997). Children master tasks and demands based on their individual resources 

and past experiences. Problem behavior results when the demands of the situation do not match 

child capacities (Goldstein, 1995). Classroom behavioral difficulties are seen arising from a 

mismatch between the child’s ontogenetic capacities (e.g., self-regulation, attention, cognitive 

skill or motivation), prior history of adaptation, and the academic (or social) demands of learning 

situations (McEvoy & Welker, 2000). 

In accord with this model, empirical studies are needed that investigate these complex 

and dynamic developmental processes in order to inform developmentally appropriate, 

classroom-based early intervention strategies for low-income, preschool children. Studies are 

needed that: (a) identify multiple classroom situational influences on child behavioral adaptation, 

and (b) examine the unique and combined influence of both classroom situational and child-level 

behavioral problems on early learning and social outcomes. This investigation would provide 

information about both child-level behavioral needs as well as classroom contextual demands 

that are designed to stimulate cognitive and social development.  
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Unfortunately, the empirical literature provides few studies of preschool behavior with 

adequate methods to capture both dynamic classroom situational processes and child-level 

behavioral problems over time. Typical classroom research has either studied the contribution of 

global environmental quality indicators (e.g., Cassidy, Hestenes, Hegde, Hestenes, & Mims, 

2005; Harms, Clifford, & Cryer, 1998; Perlman, Zellman, & Le, 2004) or types of behavior 

problems (syndromes) assessed via frequency checklists of clinical symptoms [e.g., Aggressive 

Behavior or Anxious/Depressed Behavior (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991)]. While these studies 

provide important information about global classroom quality and child-level types of behavior 

problems, they are limited by the static picture they provide and the tendency to attribute types of 

behavior problems to a “stable deficit” within the child rather than considering the cultural and 

situational context of problem behavior (Cicchetti & Toth, 1997; Fantuzzo & Mohr, 2000; 

Jensen & Hoagwood, 1997; Sherrod, 1999). From a developmental-ecological point of view, this 

limits understanding of children whose behavior varies considerably across different settings and 

situational demands and does little to advance our understanding of how and where to 

strategically intervene in the classroom for struggling children [e.g., how and where the 

classroom environment could be modified to support more adaptive behavior and facilitate 

learning (Goldstein, 1995; McEvoy & Welker, 2000; Merrell, 1999)]. 

Promisingly, an alternative empirical approach has been developed that examines both 

traditional types of behavior problems within the classroom as well as types of classroom 

situations where problems occur. McDermott (1993) conceptualized a method for capturing both 

sets of information simultaneously and studied their unique and combined contribution to social 

and academic outcomes for elementary school children. In dialogue with teachers, McDermott, 

Marston & Stott (1993) developed a comprehensive set of 156 routinely observed, adaptive and 
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maladaptive behaviors presented within the context of 29 typical classroom situations involving 

social, cognitive and physical development. These included children’s adjustment to authority, 

peers, smaller or weaker children, play, school work, and confrontation [Adjustment Scales for 

Children and Adolescents (ASCA; McDermott, 1993)].  

A series of studies employing multivariate factor analytic strategies with a nationally 

representative sample were conducted to identify behavior captured by this measure. Six core 

behavioral types or syndromes (phenotypic dimensions) were identified: Attention-Deficit 

Hyperactive, Solitary Aggressive-Provocative, Solitary Aggressive-Impulsive, Oppositional-

Defiant, Diffident, and Avoidant (McDermott, 1993). In addition, McDermott, Steinberg, & 

Angelo (2005) identified three classroom situational dimensions where behavior problems 

occurred: Peer, Academic, and Teacher Problem Situations. The three underlying situational 

dimensions more parsimoniously described common demand characteristics shared among the 

ASCA’s 29 classroom situations (Comrey, 1988; Gorsuch, 1983). While the behavioral 

dimensions assessed what type of behavioral problem, the situational dimensions or “situtypes” 

captured where in the classroom children’s behavioral problems occurred in transaction with 

situational demands. (The word “situtype” was derived from the Latin meaning: type of situation 

or circumstance). McDermott, Steinberg, & Angelo (2005) demonstrated both the unique and 

combined contribution of behavioral and situational dimensions to academic and social outcomes 

in elementary school.  

Recently, this approach has been developed to study behavioral adjustment within early 

childhood educational settings for low-income, preschool children. The Adjustment Scales for 

Preschool Intervention (ASPI; Lutz, Fantuzzo, & McDermott, 2002) was developed in 

partnership with early childhood professionals in a large urban, Head Start program. Like 
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McDermott’s research, this approach involved carefully identifying a comprehensive set of 22 

developmentally appropriate preschool classroom situations. Early childhood professionals also 

helped to script the wording of the items so that both adaptive and maladaptive behaviors 

associated with these situations were described in the language of preschool teachers rather than 

in the psychiatric terms. This step was taken due to empirical studies that question the validity of 

teacher report of Head Start children's emotional and behavioral problems using psychiatric 

symptom checklists [e.g., many educators underreport the incidence and are reluctant to use 

measures that might stigmatize or label children and that are not associated with classroom-based 

services (Fantuzzo, Stoltzfus, Noone, Buchanan, Balraj, Turner, & Mosca, 1999; Lutz, Fantuzzo, 

& McDermott, 2002; Mallory & Kearns, 1988).  

To date, five behavioral dimensions of the ASPI have been established and their 

contribution alone documented to preschool outcomes: Aggressive, Oppositional, 

Hyperactive/Inattentive, Withdrawn/Low Energy, and Socially Reticent types of behavior 

problems (Lutz, Fantuzzo, & McDermott, 2002). Research has shown that these behavioral 

dimensions relate to peer social competency, psychological adjustment, temperament, and 

emotion regulation (Bulotsky-Shearer & Fantuzzo, 2004; Lutz et al., 2002). As well, the 

dimensions predicted classroom learning competency, receptive and expressive vocabulary, and 

peer social competency at the end of the preschool year (Fantuzzo, Bulotsky, McDermott, 

Mosca, & Lutz, 2003).   

This prior research documents the influence of types of behavioral problems within the 

preschool classroom. However, it does not examine how multiple contexts within the classroom 

(and their shared demand characteristics) differentially influence children’s developmental 

outcomes. Informed by a developmental-ecological model, research is needed using a rigorous, 
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multivariate approach to advance our understanding of the unique and combined influence of 

both types of behavior problems (child-level) and types of classroom problem situations 

(classroom contextual influences) on child social and academic outcomes. The purpose of the 

present study was to explore across the school year the influence of both types of classroom 

behavior problems on a comprehensive set of preschool readiness outcomes for low-income 

urban-residing, preschool children. In order to accomplish this objective, two empirical studies 

were conducted. The first study was designed to identify situational dimensions of problem 

behavior in Head Start by studying children’s behavior problems across 22 routine classroom 

situations. The second study employed both the classroom situational dimensions empirically 

derived from the first study and previously established behavioral dimensions to examine the 

unique and combined influence on a multidimensional set of social and learning outcomes.  

Study I: Identification of Classroom Situational Dimensions 

The focus of the first study was to identify dimensions of classroom situations where 

problem behavior occurred in classrooms serving urban, low-income preschool children. To 

accomplish this goal, the latent structure of the ASPI’s 22 routine classroom situations was 

investigated employing multivariate exploratory factor analytic strategies. This first step was 

needed to accomplish the larger study purpose of investigating the relationship between 

classroom situational dimensions and readiness outcomes. Based on prior research conducted by 

McDermott (2005), it was hypothesized that reliable and unique underlying dimensions would 

capture distinct types of common, routine classroom situational demands associated with 

preschool behavior problems. 

Method 

Participants 
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An entire population of Head Start children from a large urban school district in the 

northeast participated in this study. Of the 3,799 children, sex was split evenly, with females 

comprising 51% of the sample. Children ranged in age from 36 to 69 months (M = 51.5 months, 

SD = 6.6) and were predominantly African American (73.5%). Sixteen percent of the children 

were Latino, 7% Caucasian, and 3.5% Asian or other. The participants were predominantly low-

income, with annual income for 93% of the program’s families below $15,000. 

Children were enrolled in 233 classrooms geographically dispersed across the city. All 

teachers in the Head Start program participated and completed assessments on their children. 

Program demographic information indicated that all teachers were credentialed in early 

childhood education and had at least a bachelor’s degree. The majority (61%) had experience 

teaching in Head Start for at least five years and 35% had more than ten years experience in 

Head Start. Teachers were predominantly Caucasian (62%) with 29% African-American, 3% 

Latino, 1% Asian and 5% other. 

Measures 

Emotional and behavioral adjustment. The Adjustment Scales for Preschool Intervention 

(ASPI; Lutz et al., 2002) was used to assess emotional and behavioral problems across routine 

preschool classroom situations. It was collected as part of the Head Start program’s routine 

emotional/behavioral assessment of all children within the first 45 days of enrollment. The ASPI 

is a multidimensional instrument based on teacher observations of adaptive and maladaptive 

behavior across these classroom situations (Lutz et al., 2002). The scale’s 144 behavioral items 

(122 items reflect problem behaviors, 22 reflect positive behaviors) are framed by 22 classroom 

situations and 2 categories of non-situationally specific behavior problems (e.g., unusual habits 

or outbursts) (see Appendix A1 for list of situations). The situations include interactions with the 
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teacher, relationships with peers, involvement in structured and unstructured classroom 

activities, and games and play. To view examples of the item response format for situations, see 

Appendix A2 or Lutz et al. (2002).  

The ASPI was standardized on a sample of urban Head Start children and validated for 

use with this population. Construct validity studies of ASPI with urban, low-income preschool 

populations have revealed five reliable behavioral (phenotypic) dimensions: Aggressive, 

Oppositional, Inattentive/Hyperactive, Withdrawn/Low Energy and Socially Reticent. Each of 

the five dimensions demonstrated adequate internal consistency, with Cronbach alpha 

coefficients of .92, .78, .79, .85 and .79 respectively (Lutz et al., 2002). The five dimensions 

were found to be replicable and generalizable to important subgroups of the standardization 

sample (i.e., younger and older children, boys and girls). Convergent and divergent validity of 

the five ASPI dimensions has been established with constructs of interactive peer play, behavior 

problems, temperament, emotion regulation, and direct observations of classroom behavior 

problems (Bulotsky-Shearer & Fantuzzo, 2004). Predictive validity of the five ASPI dimensions 

has also been established with end-of-the-year preschool competencies including interactive peer 

play, classroom learning competencies, and receptive language skills (Fantuzzo et al., 2003). 

Procedures 

Archival data collection. This study was part of a larger collaborative university research 

partnership with an urban public school district Head Start program. Before data were obtained, a 

confidentiality agreement was signed to ensure the confidentiality of all identifying information. 

Archival data were prepared in cooperation with the School District’s Office of Research and 

Evaluation and the Head Start program. This data set included, (a) demographic information 

routinely collected by the program on Head Start children, families and staff and (b) ASPI data 
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collected at the beginning of the school year. The ASPI was collected by the program as part of a 

federal Head Start assessment requirement (Performance Standard, 1304.20; USDHHS, 1997). 

The ASPI was completed by teachers trained in its use and supervised by program staff.  

Data Analysis 

 Latent structure. To examine the latent structure of the 22 ASPI situations, a series of 

exploratory latent structure analyses was conducted using squared multiple correlations as initial 

communality estimates (Snook & Gorsuch, 1989). Before subjecting situations to factor analytic 

procedures, the prevalence of the 144 behaviors was examined in the sample of Head Start 

children to identify problematic behavioral items. This was a conservative psychometric step, 

because many of the items were scripted in partnership with teachers, based on what they 

considered “adaptive” or “maladaptive” behavior in each situation. Items with less than 50% 

prevalence (occurring in less than 50% of the sample) were considered rare and possibly 

problematic behaviors. Items with greater than 50% prevalence (occurring in the majority of the 

sample) were considered more normative behaviors. These “adaptive” behavioral items were 

excluded from the next step in the analyses since the intended purpose of the ASPI was to 

measure emotional and behavioral difficulties 1 (Lutz et al., 2002; McDermott & Schaefer, 1996). 

The problem items endorsed in each situation were summed to create raw scores. These were 

scaled using area conversion and subjected to factor analytic procedures 2 (Allen & Yen, 1979; 

Thorndike, 1982). 

Retained factors were rotated using orthogonal (varimax, equamax) rotations. The final 

orthogonal solution was subjected to a series of oblique (promax) rotations at increasing levels of 

power. The most parsimonious factor solution was evaluated based upon multiple criteria that: 

(a) satisfied the constraints of tests for the number of factors [e.g., Cattell’s scree test (Cattell, 
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1966), minimum-average partialing (Velicer, 1976), and parallel analysis (Buja & Eyuboglu, 

1992; Horn, 1965)]; (b) retained at least four items per factor with salient loadings, where 

loadings > .40 are considered salient (Gorsuch, 1983); (c) yielded reasonable internal consistency 

for each factor, with alpha coefficients > .70; (d) held simple structure (mutually exclusive 

assignment of items to factors with the maximum number of items retained); (e) yielded the 

highest hyperplane count (Yates, 1987); and (f) comported with the empirical psychological 

literature. 

Three additional steps were taken to further verify the integrity of the proposed solution. 

First, specificity values were calculated to determine the reliable and unique variance associated 

with each situational dimension by subtracting each factor’s communality (proportion of 

common variance within each scale) from its alpha coefficient (Gorsuch, 1983). Second, cross-

validation analyses were conducted to ensure the final solution’s structural invariance and 

generalizability to important demographic subgroups within the sample, such as older and 

younger children, boys and girls, and different ethnic groups, respectively 3. Oblique, multiple-

group, principal-components cluster analysis was conducted as a confirmatory procedure to 

verify further the final solution (Anderberg, 1973; Harman, 1976).  

Finally, the structural model for the final exploratory solution was submitted to 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using EQS-6 (Bentler & Wu, 2002). Based upon maximum 

likelihood estimation, EQS-6 estimated several indices to evaluate the goodness-of-fit between 

the specified model and the data. Consistent with recommended practice, two indices were 

applied: the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation 

(RMSEA) (see Bentler and Wu, 2002, Byrne, 1994, and Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, and 

Strahan, 1999, on the application of CFA fit indices following exploratory factoring). Due to the 
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extreme non-normal distribution of the data (positively skewed and highly leptokurtotic because 

of the nature of psychopathology items), robust fit indices were applied per Bentler and Wu 

(2002). 

Age and sex differences. Significant age and sex differences across ASPI situational 

dimensions were investigated using repeated measures analysis of variance. A three-way analysis 

of variance was conducted where the first factor represented age (3-, 4-, or 5-year-old) and the 

second factor, sex. The third factor was held as a repeated measure representing ASPI situational 

dimensions. The purpose of this analysis was to examine the interaction effects of age group or 

sex with the repeated measure (ASPI situational dimension). Hedge’s g as a measure of effect 

size was calculated for each significant effect (Cooper & Hedges, 1994). 

Statistical power. For exploratory factor analysis of the 22 ASPI situations, the sample 

size of 3,799 children was more than sufficient to detect latent structures, based on Gorsuch’s 

(1983) recommendation of a minimum of 5-10 subjects per item for item-level factor analytic 

procedures. In addition, sample size was adequate to detect significant effects for a three-way 

repeated measures ANOVA [where a minimal total sample size of 216 was required to detect 

medium effects (with power set at .80 and alpha set at .05 significance level (Cohen, 1992)]. 

Results 

Classroom Situational Dimensions 

The correlation matrix of the 22 ASPI situations was evaluated using Bartlett’s χ2 criteria 

(Geweke & Singletone, 1980), rejecting the likelihood of an identity matrix (p < .0001), and 

permitting investigation into latent structure. The 22 situations were subjected to a series of 

common factor analyses for two- to six-factor models (Snook & Gorsuch, 1989). The three-

factor, promax solution (k = 4, with an equamax structure matrix serving as the initial orthogonal 
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structure), produced the most useful and parsimonious solution that satisfied the six central 

criteria for retention, including high internal consistency across each factor (.84, .81, and .75 

respectively) and the highest hyperplane count (34.85%). The final structure was determined by 

examining the 19 items that loaded saliently on each of the factors. Table 1 displays the ASPI 

situations comprising the three dimensions, with their equamax and promax structure loadings.  

The first dimension, Problems in Structured Learning, was comprised of seven structured 

or organized classroom situations associated with problematic behavior [involvement in class 

activities, taking part in games with others, maintaining companions/friends, paying attention in 

class, sitting during teacher-directed activities, free play/individual choice, and working with 

hands (Art)]. The second dimension, Problems in Peer Interaction, was comprised of six peer 

situations associated with problematic behavior in the classroom (getting along with agemates, 

behaving in classroom, respect for others’ belongings, reaction to correction, telling the truth, 

and standing in line). The third dimension, Problems in Teacher Interaction, contained six 

classroom situations involving teachers where behavior problems occurred (talking to teacher, 

general manner with teacher, answering teacher questions, greeting teacher, seeking teacher help, 

and helping teacher with jobs).  

To further verify the integrity of the promax, three-factor solution, final communality 

estimates were used to determine the proportion of specific variance associated with each 

situational dimension. While, intercorrelations among the retained unit-weighted scores for the 

three dimensions were moderately correlated (ranging from .43 to .62), the proportion of specific 

variance exceeded error variance for each dimension, providing evidence for the unique and 

reliable interpretation of each dimension. Studies of invariance and generalizability provided 

further evidence of the integrity of the final solution, with each of the three situational 
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dimensions remaining invariant across random replications and important demographic 

subgroups as demonstrated by high Wrigley-Neuhaus coefficients of congruence (see Table 2).  

Internal consistencies for each of the dimensions were also high across the groups as indicated 

by Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (see Table 3).  

Both oblique, multiple-group, principal components cluster analysis confirmed the final 

structure as well as confirmatory factor analysis using EQS-6. Table 1 displays the situational 

item cluster loadings for the cluster analytic confirmatory procedure and the adjusted correlations 

between situational dimensions and items. The plausibility of the three-factor model was 

supported by CFA using EQS-6 (Bentler & Wu, 2002) with RMSEA = .059 and Bentler’s CFI = 

.880. Although the CFI did not reach criteria [greater than .90 cut-off according to Hu and 

Bentler (1999)], the RMSEA was adequate, providing converging evidence of an adequate 

structural fit for the three-factor model. According to Hu and Bentler (1999), a RMSEA close to 

.06 provides evidence that there is a relatively good fit between the hypothesized model and the 

observed data. 

Age and Sex Differences 

A 3 (age) x 2 (sex) x 3 (ASPI situational dimension) Repeated Measures ANOVA 

yielded two significant interactions between the repeated measure: age x ASPI situational 

dimension, F (4, 7032) = 20.54, p < .0001 and sex x ASPI situational dimensions, F (2, 7032) = 

6.89, p < .01. The interaction between age x sex x ASPI situational dimensions was not 

significant. Table 4 lists descriptive statistics on ASPI dimensions across age and sex. Post-hoc 

analyses (Tukey’s HSD) revealed: (a) the youngest group of children (3-year-olds) demonstrated 

higher levels of problems (p < .01), across all three classroom situational dimensions than did 

older children (4- and 5-year-olds); (b) 4-year-old children demonstrated significantly higher 
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levels of problems than 5-year-olds (p < .01), in Structured Learning situations and Teacher 

Interaction, and (c) boys demonstrated significantly higher problems (p < .01), across all three 

situational dimensions. Effect sizes for all significant effects ranged from small to moderate as 

calculated by Hedge’s g (Cooper & Hedges, 1994) 4.  

Study I: Discussion 

This first study identified three distinct situational dimensions associated with preschool 

emotional and behavioral problems in classrooms serving urban, low-income children. 

Confirming initial hypotheses, exploratory factor analysis of 22 routine classroom situations 

revealed three reliable and unique situational dimensions: Problems in Structured Learning, 

Problems in Peer Interaction, and Problems in Teacher Interaction. Each dimension was 

comprised of classroom situations that shared common variance (e.g., similar classroom demand 

characteristics). The structural model was confirmed via confirmatory factor analysis. 

The findings are supported by a recent study by McDermott et al. (2005) conducted with 

school-aged children where three comparable dimensions were derived: Peer, Academic, and 

Teacher Problems. While overall, preschool dimensions comport with those derived for school-

aged children, they are qualitatively distinct, reflecting experiences that are unique to early 

childhood classrooms. First, the situations reflect developmentally appropriate preschool content. 

Second, the situational dimension, Problems in Structured Learning, incorporates a number of 

social situations (e.g., taking part in games with others) that were not included in the comparable 

school-aged dimension, Academic Problems.  

This reflects a difference between preschool and school-aged classroom demands. While 

educational approaches for older children rely more heavily on teacher-directed instruction, in 

preschool, cooperative peer activities are an essential part of the curriculum and are highly 
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integrated within learning experiences for children (Bredekamp & Rosengrant, 1992). 

Recommendations for best practice in early childhood education are guided by the principles of 

Piaget and Vygotsky that conceptualize development from a constructivist, interactive 

perspective (Cole, John-Steiner, Scribner, & Souberman, 1978; Ginsburg & Opper, 1988). While 

preschool teachers take an active role in mediating children’s learning and play, instruction is 

less teacher-directed than in formal schooling for older children. Play, child-directed learning 

and free exploration should be central activities [National Association for the Education of 

Young Children (NAEYC), 1997]. 

Findings revealed age and gender differences across all three classroom situational 

demands. A clear developmental sequence was found with the youngest age group (3-year-olds) 

evidencing the greatest difficulties across all situations compared to 4- and 5-year-olds. Four-

year-olds lagged behind 5-year-olds in their adjustment to classroom learning and teacher-

mediated instructional situations. Boys evidenced greater adjustment difficulties across all 

situations compared to girls. Both age and gender findings have been documented in the early 

childhood literature for types of behavior problems and comport with recent Head Start studies 

suggesting that (a) younger children demonstrate less emotional regulation and greater 

withdrawn and inattentive classroom behavior problems than older children; and (b) boys 

demonstrate higher levels of classroom behavior problems, particularly externalizing and 

disruptive problems than girls (Coolahan et al., 2000; Fantuzzo, Grim, Mordell, McDermott, 

Miller, & Coolahan, 2001; Lutz, et al., 2002; Mendez, McDermott, & Fantuzzo, 2002).  

Study II: Contribution of Situational Dimensions to Preschool Outcomes 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the unique relationship between the three 

classroom situational dimensions empirically derived in Study I and a set of multidimensional, 
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school readiness outcomes for low-income, urban preschool children. Multivariate hierarchical 

setwise regression models were created to assess the unique contribution of problems in routine 

structured learning, peer interaction and teacher interaction classroom situations to social and 

learning outcomes, after controlling for the influence of child demographic variables and types of 

behavioral problems (aggressive, inattentive, oppositional, withdrawn-low energy, socially 

reticent behaviors). The combined contribution of both situational and behavioral dimensions 

was also examined, to explore whether including both the type of behavior problem as well as 

the situation where the problem occurred would explain greater variance in child outcomes. 

Based on prior research by McDermott (2005), it was hypothesized that situational dimensions 

would contribute unique variance to the prediction of social and learning outcomes and that the 

combined contribution of both situational and behavioral influences would be greater than either 

set alone. 

Method 

Participants 

Data were obtained for a second cohort of children from a different year who were 

enrolled in the same urban, Head Start program as in Study I. This data set contained fall 

emotional and behavioral assessments (ASPI) as well as spring measures of peer social (PIPPS-

T) and classroom learning competence (COR). Participants in this sample included 747 children 

who were representative of the entire program. Sex was split evenly with 48% male, and 52% 

female. They ranged in age from 36 to 73 months (M = 52.8, SD = 7 months) and were 71% 

African American, 14% Caucasian, 9% Latino, 6% Asian or other. These children were 

predominantly low-income, with annual income of 94% of families below $12,000.  
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Children were enrolled in 46 Head Start classrooms geographically dispersed throughout 

the city. The teachers in these classrooms volunteered to participate in this study and were 

recruited by the program’s six Educational Coordinators, representing the program’s six 

geographic clusters. The participation rate was 97%. Demographic information for this sample 

population sample for Study I). All teachers were credentialed in early childhood education and 

had at least a bachelor’s degree. Thirty-five percent of the teachers had taught less than 10 years, 

27% between 10 and 20 years, and 38% over 20 years experience. Teachers were predominantly 

Caucasian (66%), with 31% African-American.  

Outcome Measures 

Peer social competence. The teacher version of the Penn Interactive Peer Play Scale 

(PIPPS-T; Fantuzzo, Coolahan, Mendez, McDermott, & Sutton-Smith, 1998) was used to assess 

children’s interactive peer play competencies within the classroom context at the end of the Head 

Start year. The PIPPS-T is a 32-item rating scale used to measure common play behaviors that 

facilitate or interfere with prosocial peer interactions in the classroom. The PIPPS-T was 

developed in collaboration with Head Start parents and teachers specifically for use with low 

income, urban Head Start children. Reliability and validity studies of the PIPPS-T (Fantuzzo, et 

al., 1998) have revealed three dimensions: Play Interaction, Play Disruption and Play 

Disconnection. Internal consistency for each of the three dimensions is high (Cronbach alpha = 

.92, .91 and .89 respectively). Convergent and divergent validity has been established using 

direct observations of play, peer sociometrics, and multivariate measures of learning behaviors, 

temperament, emotion regulation, psychological adjustment, and social skills (Coolahan, 

Fantuzzo, Mendez, & McDermott, 2000; Fantuzzo et al., 1998; Mendez, McDermott, & 

Fantuzzo, 2002). 
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Classroom learning competence. The Child Observation Record (COR; High Scope 

Educational Research Association, 1992) is a 30-item observationally-based evaluation 

instrument designed for use with children ages 2 ½ to 6 years in early childhood settings. It 

measures several important domains of preschool development including emergent literacy, 

numeracy, social and motor competencies (Schweinhart, McNair, Barnes, & Larner, 1993). 

Exploratory factor analysis of the COR with urban, low-income preschool children yielded three 

factors: Cognitive Skills, Social Engagement, and Coordinated Movement (Fantuzzo, Hightower, 

Grim, & Montes, 2002). These dimensions demonstrated high internal consistency for urban 

Head Start children (i.e., Cronbach alpha = .95, .93 and .86 respectively). Convergent and 

divergent validity has been established with standardized assessments of peer play, receptive 

vocabulary, and psychological adjustment (Fantuzzo et al., 2003; Fantuzzo et al., 2002). 

Procedures 

Archival data collection. Data were collected in cooperation with the School District’s 

Office of Research and Evaluation and the Head Start program in the same manner as collected 

in Study I. This data set included, (a) demographic information routinely collected by the 

program on Head Start children, families and staff, and (b) ASPI data collected in the fall, and 

(c) measures of peer social competence (PIPPS-T) and classroom learning competence (COR) 

collected in the late spring of that school year. In the spring, teachers completed the PIPPS-T for 

all children and completed the COR for 10 children in their classroom (five boys and five girls 

who were randomly selected to participate). The ASPI, PIPPS-T and COR were completed by 

teachers trained in the use of both instruments and supervised by program staff.  

Data Analysis 
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Unique contribution of classroom situational problems to preschool outcomes. A series 

of multivariate hierarchical setwise multiple regression analyses were used to examine the 

unique contribution of ASPI situational dimensions to peer social (PIPPS-T) and classroom 

learning competencies (COR) at the end of the year accounting for demographic variables. 

Models were constructed for each set of competency dimensions (i.e., the three dimensions of 

PIPPS-T or COR). Child demographic variables (age, sex, and ethnicity) were applied as control 

variables to account for variation in criterion dimensions, by entering them first as a set. Next, 

ASPI behavioral dimensions (Aggressive, Oppositional, Hyperactive/Inattentive, 

Withdrawn/Low Energy, and Socially Reticent behavior problems) were entered into the model 

as a second set. Then, the situational dimensions (Structured Learning, Peer Interactions, and 

Teacher Interactions) were entered as a final independent set to assess their unique contribution 

to competency outcomes controlling for the influence of child demographic variables and 

behavioral dimensions. In these models, the presence of interaction effects between ASPI 

situational and behavioral dimensions was also investigated. This step incorporated sets of one or 

more of 15 multiplicative two-way interactions between the three situational and five behavioral 

dimensions in the model as a separate set. 5

Combined contribution of situational and behavioral problems to preschool outcomes.  

Hierarchical setwise multiple regression was used in the same manner as above, however, both 

ASPI situational and behavioral dimensions were entered together as a final set to assess their 

combined contribution to the competency outcomes. The multivariate statistic, Wilks’ Lambda 

(Λ), was examined before inspecting the overall significance of each model and the significance 

of the incremental value of each set entered (partial R2). 
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Statistical power. Sample size was adequate to detect significant effects for a hierarchical 

setwise multiple regression analysis. A minimal total sample size of 139 was required to detect 

medium effects [with power set at .80 and alpha set at .05 significance level (Cohen, 1992)]. 

Results 

Unique Contribution of Classroom Situational Problems 

Peer social competency. The overall Wilks’ Lambda (Λ) was significant (Wilks’ Λ = .30, 

F [51, 2046.1] = 19.81, p < .0001), permitting inspection of the three dependent models for the 

PIPPS-T dimensions: Play Disconnection, Play Disruption, and Play Interaction. All three [17, 

706] = 23.46, p < .0001, respectively). Table 5 displays that the ASPI situational dimensions 

(Structured Learning, Peer Interaction, and Teacher Interaction) as a set accounted for a unique 

amount of variance in all three peer social competency dimensions as indicated by the partial R2. 

The situational dimensions (e.g., where difficulties in the classroom occurred) added the greatest 

amount of unique variance in predicting disconnected play.  

Table 6 displays the standardized regression coefficients for each of the ASPI situational 

and behavioral dimensions, and the significant interaction effects included in the model. The 

coefficients illustrated several patterns, reflecting the relative contribution of both situational and 

behavioral dimensions to peer social competency. (Note that unstandardized regression weights 

with standard errors for this model are displayed in Appendix B1). Looking more closely at the 

prediction of disconnected play, four dimensions predicted greater disconnected play outcomes: 

two situational dimensions (early problems in structured learning and peer interactions) and two 

behavioral (oppositional and socially reticent behaviors). Disruptive play was predicted by early 

oppositional behavior and problems in peer interaction while higher interactive play competency 
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was associated with one behavioral dimension (lower oppositional behavior) and two situational 

(lower problems in structured learning and teacher interaction). 

Three multiplicative interactions between situational and behavioral dimensions 

significantly improved the prediction of PIPPS-T dependent models. These included interactions 

between: (a) Problems in Teacher Interaction and Socially Reticent dimensions in the prediction 

of disconnected play; (b) Problems in Peer Interaction and Oppositional behavior in the 

prediction of disruptive play; (c) and Problems in Teacher Interaction and Oppositional behavior 

in the prediction of interactive peer play.  

Interaction effects suggested that the presence of types of behavioral problems moderated 

the influence of classroom situational problems in the prediction of social competency outcomes 

(Cohen, Cohen, West, Aiken, 2003; Frazier, Tix, & Barron, K. E., 2004). For example, the 

influence of problems in teacher interaction on disconnected play was moderated by the presence 

of socially reticent behavior. For children who demonstrated early problems in teacher 

interaction, disconnected peer play outcomes were intensified in the presence of increasing levels 

of early socially reticent behavior. For children exhibiting early problems in peer interaction, 

increasing levels of oppositional behavior predicted even greater disruptive play outcomes. 

Likewise, for children demonstrating early problems in teacher interaction, increasing levels of 

early oppositional behavior predicted lower interactive peer play at the end of the year.  

Classroom learning competency. Table 7 indicates the amount of variation in dimensions 

of classroom learning competency (COR) explained by the set of ASPI situational dimensions 

after applying the five ASPI behavioral dimensions and child demographic variables as 

covariates. The overall Wilks’ Lambda (Λ) was significant (Wilks’ Λ = .46, F [51, 1364.3] = 

8.07, p < .0001), permitting inspection of the three COR dependent models for Cognitive Skills, 
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Social Engagement, and Coordinated Movement. All three models were significant (F [17, 477] 

= 17.26, p < .0001, F [17, 477] = 16.99, p < .0001, and F [17, 477] = 14.14, p < .0001, 

respectively). Situational dimensions contributed relatively greater variance to cognitive skills 

and movement and coordination than behavioral dimensions, indicating that for children early in 

the school year, problems in classroom situations as a set were a relatively strong influence on 

these two classroom learning outcomes. 

Table 8 displays the pattern of standardized beta coefficients for the situational and 

behavioral dimensions and the significant interaction effects included in the model. The 

standardized coefficients reflect the relative contribution of both types of ASPI dimensions to 

COR classroom learning competencies. (Note that unstandardized regression weights with 

standard errors for this model are displayed in Appendix B2). Two multiplicative interactions 

between situational and behavioral dimensions significantly improved the prediction of COR 

dependent models: interactions between Problems in Structured Learning and Socially Reticent 

behavior and Problems in Peer Interaction and Inattentive/Hyperactive behavior. 

The significant interaction effects suggested that the influence of problems in structured 

learning on cognitive and social engagement outcomes was moderated by socially reticent 

behavior. In other words, cognitive and social engagement performance (on the COR) was 

sharply diminished when children who demonstrated early problems in structured learning 

situations also demonstrated increasing levels of socially reticent behavior. In addition, the 

influence of problems in peer interaction on social engagement outcomes was moderated by the 

degree of inattentive/hyperactive behavioral problems. Children with early problems in peer 

interaction evidenced much lower social engagement outcomes when they also demonstrated 

higher levels of inattentive/hyperactive behavior early in the year. 
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Combined Contribution of Situational and Behavioral Problems 

Peer social competency. Table 9 displays the amount of variation in dimensions of the 

PIPPS-T explained by the combined set of situational and behavioral dimensions, covaried for 

child demographic and all other situational and behavioral variables. Situational and behavioral 

dimensions as a combined set together accounted for a significant amount of variance in Play 

Disconnection (F = 28.90, p < .0001), in Play Disruption (F = 61.08, p < .0001), and in Play 

Interaction (F = 28.06, p < .0001) as indicated by the partial R2. This amount was greater than  

Classroom learning competency. Table 10 indicates the amount of variation in 

dimensions of the COR explained by the combined set of situational and behavioral dimensions, 

covaried for child demographic and all other ASPI situational and behavioral variables. The 

combined set together accounted for a significant amount of variance in all three COR outcomes: 

Movement (F = 17.89, p < .0001) as indicated by the partial R2. This amount was greater than 

either set alone. 

Study II: Discussion 

Study II advanced our understanding of the importance of considering classroom 

situational adjustment influences on social and classroom learning outcomes for low-income 

urban preschool children. The study investigated the unique relationship between the three 

classroom situational dimensions empirically derived in Study I and a set of multidimensional 

school readiness outcomes. Behavior problems in each of the three situational dimensions were 

associated differentially with lower social or learning outcomes (above and beyond the 

contribution of already established behavioral dimensions and child covariates). Of note, is the 

important contribution of structured learning situations to both children’s peer social competency 

and learning outcomes. In this study, children evidenced problematic adjustment across multiple 
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learning situations (for example, attending or sitting during teacher-directed activities, engaging 

in circle time, or sitting and working with their hands to create artwork). Early problems in these 

structured learning situations predicted both greater disconnection from peers (on the PIPPS-T) 

and lower classroom learning competencies (on the COR) at the end of the year. Early childhood 

research underscores the critical importance of children’s engagement in everyday preschool 

classroom learning situations to their school adjustment and success. This research indicates that 

children with difficulties engaging in the rich learning opportunities afforded within early 

preschool learning situations are more likely to demonstrate both lower social and academic 

readiness outcomes (Huffman, Mehlinger, & Kerivan, 2000; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000). 

This study also adds to the empirical literature emphasizing the importance of negotiating 

the interpersonal demands of social classroom situations for preschool children. In this study, 

children who evidenced early problems in peer or teacher interactions demonstrated greater peer 

social difficulties at the end of the year (greater disconnected and disruptive play). Research 

provides support for this finding, linking emotional adjustment to social competence within the 

preschool classroom (Denham, 1998; Denham et al., 2003; Fabes et al., 1999). These studies 

suggest that children exhibiting emotional and behavioral problems within social classroom 

situations are likely to experience peer difficulties as well (Denham, McKinley, Couchoud, & 

Holt, 1990; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1992; Olson, 1992). Other research indicates that preschool 

children evidencing problematic behavior with teachers are also likely to experience difficulties 

in peer interactions (Birch & Ladd, 1997; Coplan & Prakash, 2003; Kontos & Wilcox-Herzog, 

1997). Research conducted recently in Head Start provides further evidence that children with 

socially disruptive or disconnected behavior problems in the classroom also display social 

difficulties (Fantuzzo, Sekino, & Cohen, 2004; Lutz, et al., 2002; Olson, 1992).  
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The present study advances the knowledge base by capturing a reliable and unique set of 

peer and teacher situations associated with problem behavior and relating them differentially to 

multiple dimensions of social outcomes for low-income, urban preschool children. Findings 

suggest that for children navigating multiple ecological risks to their social development, 

behavioral difficulties in classroom social situations early on can have detrimental effects on 

developmental trajectories. Identifying and understanding these early influences can inform 

strategic interventions to promote more successful behavioral adaptation in preschool, future 

social adjustment and academic success. 

In keeping with a developmental-ecological perspective, this study extends prior research 

by investigating the combined contribution of both situational (classroom microsystem) and 

behavioral (individual child-level ontogenetic) dimensions simultaneously. Findings underscore 

the importance of empirically examining multiple levels of ecological influences at the same 

time, in a transactional way (Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 1998). Previous studies have 

documented the independent influence of types of behavior problems alone on child outcomes 

(e.g., Coolahan et al., 2000; Fantuzzo, et al., 2001; Fantuzzo et al., 2003; Lutz et al., 2002). 

While behavioral dimensions provide information about the types of behavioral characteristics 

children exhibit in the classroom, situational dimensions capture unique information about the 

situations where behavioral problems occur. This study provides evidence that both sets of 

dimensions together provide more information than either set alone in predicting developmental 

outcomes for low-income, urban preschool children. These findings comport with McDermott et 

al. (2005) who obtained a more comprehensive understanding of achievement and social 

adjustment outcomes for school-aged children when a combination of both situational and 

behavioral dimensions was considered. This suggests that not only is it critical to understand the 
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types of problem behavior children exhibit as children transition to preschool, but also it is 

critical to understand the multiple classroom learning situations that demand a host of 

developmental skill sets for children to successfully adapt and learn across the school year.  

Further, results from this study suggest that behavioral dimensions moderated the 

influence of situational problems in the prediction of multiple social and classroom learning 

competencies. This finding advances the field because it affords a closer look at how the two 

types of information about child behavior work together to influence children’s outcomes in a 

dynamic, transactional way. For example, in this study, the influence of problems in structured 

learning situations on children’s learning outcomes was amplified for children exhibiting socially 

reticent problems. As children who struggling behaviorally in structured learning situations early 

in the year exhibited increasing levels of socially reticent behavior, their cognitive skills and 

social engagement outcomes diminished appreciably. Such children were at heightened risk for 

poor learning outcomes at the end of the year. As well, the negative influence of problems in 

peer interactions on children’s social engagement was intensified when children exhibited 

inattentive/hyperactive problems. Understanding the nature of these interactions can guide 

intervention efforts, helping to target children who exhibit specific combinations of behavioral 

and situational difficulties known to relate differentially to important competency outcomes.  

Discussion 

Informed by a developmental-ecological model, the present research explored the 

dynamic, transactional relationships between children’s behavior and the demands of routine 

classroom situations for low-income preschool children. This research involved a sequence of 

two studies—one identifying types of situations in which classroom behavior problems occur 
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and the second investigating the unique relationship between early problems in these types of 

situations and end-of-the-year school readiness outcomes.  

Findings underscore the importance of empirically examining multiple levels of 

ecological influences at the same time, in a dynamic, transactional way, particularly for 

vulnerable children exhibiting behavioral difficulties within the classroom context. 

Developmental research highlights a complex array of multiple child-level factors and aspects of 

the broader social context that over time influence children’s behavioral adjustment and 

academic readiness (Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 1998). Children must use their internal 

resources and developmental competencies (cognitive, language, social, emotional and physical 

skills) to navigate central tasks (demands) of development as a function of their age and culture 

(Cicchetti & Toth, 1997). This is a dynamic process which changes over time at multiple levels 

(McWayne, Fantuzzo & McDermott, 2004). Empirical research such as this current study using a 

multidimensional and transactional approach captures these complex processes for young 

children and provides rich data to inform future intervention efforts. 

Directions for Future Research 

This is the first step in an investigation of multiple dimensions of routine, preschool 

classroom situations associated with problematic adjustment. This study contributes to the 

knowledge base by (a) empirically documenting three unique and reliable situational dimensions 

for an entire population of Head Start children early in the school year, and (b) relating these 

dimensions differentially to classroom social and learning outcomes. The findings also provide 

support for the developmental-ecological model by capturing the complex, dynamic process 

through which low-income children experience early behavioral problems across routine 

classroom situations and the influence of such problems over time. Specifically, findings provide 
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evidence to suggest that it is critical to understand (a) the dynamic transaction between 

ontogenetic capacities of the developing child and the cognitive and social demands of classroom 

situations, and (b) the influence of multiple risks in context on children’s development and 

behavior over time (e.g., certain combinations of difficulties across ontogenetic and microsystem 

contexts can modify outcomes).  

In this study, three situational dimensions were documented for a predominantly English-

speaking African-American, urban Head Start population in the Northeast. Future research is 

needed to investigate the generalizability of these dimensions to other ethnic and linguistic 

groups of children across diverse geographic areas. This need is documented by research that 

shows interpretation of situational demands and appropriate behavior varies across cultural and 

linguistic communities (Garcia Coll, Akerman, & Cicchetti, 2000; Garcia Coll & Garrido, 2000; 

Ogbu, 1999).  

This was also the first large scale, multi-method investigation of the relationship between 

situational dimensions of classroom behavioral adjustment and social and learning outcomes. 

The sole reliance on teacher report and observation of children’s classroom behavior and 

learning is a potential limitation of this study. The limitation is mitigated by the fact that ASPI 

situational dimensions were assessed in the fall and outcome measures were assessed in the 

spring of the school year (i.e., at 2 different time periods). In addition, reliance on teacher report 

of classroom behavior should be considered within the context of the limited multi-source, 

assessment technology valid for diverse, low-income preschool children (Rogers, 1998; 

USDHHS, 2002). For this study, the measures called for ratings of children’s behavior and 

learning across different classroom contexts (e.g., free play, circle time, structured learning 

activities) over a period of 4-6 weeks. For large-scale studies such as the present one, teachers 
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are the most appropriate source for accurate observations of children’s behaviors within the 

natural classroom context (McDermott, 1986). Nonetheless, future smaller scale studies could 

test the present findings by using independent observers and assessors to evaluate children’s 

educational and social outcomes. Incorporating outcome measures from additional sources will 

enhance our understanding of the relationships under study, and provide additional validity for 

the ASPI situational dimensions (APA, 1999; Lidz, 2003; Nuttall, Romero, & Kalesnik, 1999).  

While this study examined classroom situational influences on behavioral adjustment and 

preschool outcomes across the school year, future studies can extend our understanding of these 

situational influences by incorporating information from additional relevant contexts and across 

additional time periods. From a developmental-ecological perspective, research that accounts for 

the variance attributable to multiple contextual factors over additional time periods will broaden 

our understanding of complex risk or protective influences on children’s developmental 

trajectories (Boyce et al., 1998; Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998; Cicchetti & Toth, 1997). 

Attention to important variables such as neighborhood, family, classroom and teacher-level 

factors, particularly across important transitions for children (e.g., into kindergarten and 

elementary school) would inform our understanding of the developmental trajectories of 

vulnerable children exhibiting early adaptation difficulties.  

Finally, future studies could extend the present study by examining profiles of behavioral 

and situational adjustment for low-income, preschool children. In the present study, the 

significant interaction effects in the setwise regression models provided important information 

about the combinations of behavioral and situational difficulties that influence preschool social 

and learning outcomes. However, a multivariate cluster analysis could provide a different look—

a person-centered or typological approach to understanding distinct profiles of groups of 
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children. In this technique, multiple child characteristics (such as ASPI situational and behavioral 

adjustment as well as social and learning competencies) could be examined for distinct patterns 

of functioning among the Head Start children in the sample (Magnusson & Bergmann, 1988). 

These profiles could yield information regarding patterns of strengths and needs that can inform 

strategic information for subgroups of children. 

Implications for Policy and Practice  

In this study, behavioral problems were captured in transaction with routine classroom 

demands for low-income, preschool children. It is responsive to a recent report by the Surgeon 

General calling for a developmentally and ecologically sensitive approach to identify emotional 

and behavioral needs for low-income, diverse preschool populations. The report prioritizes the 

need for: (1) creation of new methods that reduce stigma and avoid psychiatric labeling in 

childhood assessment and (2) expansion of the availability of new tools and methods that 

capitalize on “natural” resources for children within naturalistic contexts (USDHHS, 2001). This 

study is a crucial step toward building the knowledge base for understanding behavioral 

adjustment for diverse, low-income preschool populations. Rather than employing a method 

reflecting a traditional mental health model, the present study applied a developmental-

ecological approach that recognizes the multiple, dynamic influences on children’s classroom 

adjustment over time (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998).  

The derived situational dimensions provide a means to capture the dynamic, 

multidimensional transactional process through which behavioral difficulties arise for young 

children (Sroufe, 1997). The dimensions reflect the shared demand characteristics of preschool 

peer, teacher, and learning classroom situations associated with problematic adjustment. These 

dimensions identify where problematic behavior occurs in transaction with child capacities. This 
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ecological approach shifts identification of “the problem” from the individual child to the 

broader classroom context (Henggeler, 1994). Further, children’s behavior is recorded by 

teachers (natural contributors to children’s development) within the natural context of common, 

routine classroom situations (Fantuzzo, McWayne, & Bulotsky, 2003). 

Applied in practice, situational dimensions can be used in concert with behavioral 

dimensions to identify a range of behavioral needs and to inform classroom-based intervention. 

Study findings suggest that when both sets of dimensions are used together, they inform a more 

comprehensive understanding of the trajectories of children exhibiting early behavioral needs. 

Data could be used to identify both situations where children may demonstrate adjustment 

difficulties (across learning, peer, or teacher situations) as well as what type(s) of potential 

behavioral characteristics (aggressive, inattentive, oppositional, withdrawn-low energy, or 

socially reticent) children evidence within the preschool classroom. These data can be used as a 

stepping stone by teachers and professional staff to determine how well the child’s behavior 

matches environmental expectations, and identify behaviors, settings, and conditions that warrant 

intervention (Evans & Evans, 1990). This approach would shift the intervention goal from fixing 

the child to a more developmental-ecological approach (making the system work) (Swartz & 

Martin, 1997). 

Reliable information about situations where problematic behavior occurs can be used also 

to inform program-wide interventions. Data collected programmatically could stimulate 

program-wide educator dialogue with regard to children’s classroom mental health needs. 

Program-wide data on high frequency classroom situations that are most challenging can be 

shared with teachers and professional staff to promote discussion about teacher concerns and 

training needs. Classroom management and intervention strategies can be generated that target 
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common situational challenges. Exemplary teachers can share techniques and brainstorm 

additional strategies with other teachers and staff. Utilizing the situational data professional staff 

can also serve as consultants to classroom teachers, providing additional training and support as 

needed. In addition, each classroom situational dimension can be examined to determine its 

specific cognitive, linguistic, social, or physical demand characteristics. In collaboration with 

teachers, a curriculum can be created that supports the development of developmental skill sets 

required for success across each routine classroom context. These next steps will require 

collaboration and partnerships with teachers, school personnel, parents, peers, and community 

members (Swartz & Martin, 1997). 
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Footnotes 

  1 The less than 50% prevalence distinction was made in the nationally representative 

study of the ASCA syndromes (McDermott & Schaefer, 1996) and in the construct validation 

study of the ASPI behavioral dimensions (Lutz et al., 2002). Because prevalence may vary 

significantly as a function of developmental level, sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, 

latent problem dimensions that are generalizable across diverse groups of children should be 

based on both rare (essentially prevalence levels less than 2.1%) and common (prevalence levels 

greater than 2.1 and less than 50%) problem behaviors. This guideline parallels the basic 

measurement principle, that scale discrimination or test discrimination for external criteria must 

rely on acceptable item variability (item-total rs between .20 and .80). This variability enables 

the different item dimensions to relate differentially to external criteria (in this case, situational 

dimensions of problem behavior) while still maintaining internal consistency (relative 

homogeneity among items) (Allen & Yen, 1979).  

2 Since there were a variable number of items comprising each situation, raw scores totals 

for each of the 22 situations were scaled so that the situations would be comparable and 

equitably subjected to factor analytic procedures. 

3 Structural invariance was examined by repeating common-factor analysis with the final 

solution across 12 random subsamples (i.e., subsamples included 6 pairs of mutually exclusive 

halves of the original sample, n=1,500). Generalizability was investigated in the same manner, 

repeating the analyses for independent subsamples based on child age, sex and ethnicity. The 

solution derived from each analysis was compared with that for the full sample using Wrigley-

Neuhaus coefficients of congruence based on all obtained loadings (Guadagnoli & Velicer, 
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1991). The coefficients assess the extent to which the solution established for the larger 

population could adequately represent solutions unique to the subgroups.  

4 Effect sizes= .50, .20, and .26 for significant differences between three-year-olds vs. 

four-year-olds across Structured Learning, Peer Interaction, and Teacher Interaction, respectively 

as calculated by Hedge’s g (Cooper & Hedges, 1994). Effect sizes= .62, .25, and .43 for 

comparison of three-year-olds vs. five-year-olds across Structured Learning, Peer Interaction, 

and Teacher Interaction, respectively. Effect sizes= .15 and .18 for comparison across Structured 

Learning and Teacher Interaction, for comparison of four-year-olds vs. five-year-olds 

respectively. Effect sizes= .31, .32, and .13 for comparison of boys vs. girls across Structured 

Learning, Peer Interaction, and Teacher Interaction, respectively as calculated by Hedge’s g 

(Cooper & Hedges, 1994). 

5 Hierarchical Linear Modeling was considered at the outset of the study due to the shared 

classroom-level variance in the outcome models. However, HLM was not chosen as a data 

analytic strategy because there was not sufficient variability at each classroom level to employ a 

multilevel approach, particularly for the COR outcome sample (N=482) since the outcome 

sample was chosen to be geographically representative of the prekindergarten Head Start 

program. Over 30% of the classrooms represented in this sample contained less than 10 children 

(almost 25% of these contained less than 4 children per classroom). HLM indirect estimators are 

fully dependent on the number of observations within clusters (classrooms). Since this study was 

exploratory in nature the multivariate hierarchical setwise regression models fit the study’s 

intended purpose. Future studies such as those conducted nationally with the ASPI (e.g., Head 

Start Impact Study) will provide the opportunity to replicate this study with a larger nationally-

representative sample. 
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Table 1 
 
Exploratory and Confirmatory Structures of ASPI Situational Dimensions 
 
 
 Exploratory Confirmatory 
 Analyses Analyses

b

 __________________ __________________________________ 
      
Situational Dimension Promax Equamax R2 with own/ Structure  
and Component Situations loadinga loading next dimension loading  
 
 
Problems in Structured Learning 
Involvement in Class Activities .60 .50 .45 .25 .67  
Taking Part in Games with Others .57 .52 .55 .24 .74  
Maintaining Companions/Friends .57 .44 .35 .17 .59  
Paying Attention in Class .57 .53 .57 .27 .75  
Sitting Teacher-Directed Activities .55 .53 .57 .39 .76  
Free Play/Individual Choice .55 .53 .60 .37 .77  
Working with Hands (Art) .51 .47 .47 .24 .69  
 
Problems in Peer Interaction 
Getting along with Agemates .71 .65 .56 .19 .75  
Behaving in Classroom .66 .66 .65 .32 .80  
Respect for Others’ Belongings .65 .61 .51 .18 .71  
Reaction to Correction .61 .61 .58 .28 .76  
Telling the Truth .60 .48 .32 .05 .57  
Standing in Line .49 .55 .52 .29 .72  
 
(continued)
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 Exploratory Confirmatory 
 Analyses Analyses

b

 __________________ __________________________________ 
 
Situational Dimension Promax Equamax R2 with own/ Structure  
and Component Situations loadinga loading next dimension loading  
 
 
Problems in Teacher Interaction 
Talking to Teacher .68 .41 .56 .20 .75  
General Manner with Teacher .65 .65 .55 .24 .74  
Answering Teacher Questions .48 .50 .47 .20 .68  
Greeting Teacher .42 .41 .33 .12 .58  
Seeking Teacher Help .41 .45 .37 .15 .61  
Helping Teacher with Jobs .40 .42 .37 .17 .61  
 
 
N = 3779. ASPI= Adjustment Scales for Preschool Intervention. 
 

aEntries are derived from promaxian oblique rotation at k=4 with the equamax structure matrix serving as the initial orthogonal 
structure. 
 
b
Entries are based on oblique, principal-components, cluster analysis (Anderberg, 1973; Harman, 1976), where hypothesized situation-

dimension membership is determined through prior exploratory factoring. R
2
 for a situation’s own dimension indicates the proportion 

of a situation’s variance predicted by other situations in the hypothesized correct dimension, whereas R
2
 for a situation's next 

dimension indicates variance predicted by situations in the alternative dimensions. 
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Table 2 
 
Generality and Invariance of ASPI Situational Dimensions  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Generality 
 ______________________________________________ 
 
     African-   
  Youngerb Older Male Female American Hispanic Other

d

Situational Dimension Invariance
a
 n = 1747 n = 1790 n = 1710 n = 1813 n = 2494 n = 544 n = 350 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Problems in Structured Learning 98 (20) 98 (21) 80 (32) 78 (39) 96 (18) 96 (20) 97 (21) 81 (33) 
Problems in Peer Interaction 99 (14) 99 (07) 97 (18) 97 (03) 99 (17) 99 (14) 98 (10) 95 (02) 
Problems in Teacher Interaction 99 (12) 99 (14) 93 (06) 91 (19) 98 (10) 99 (11) 98 (15) 89 (19) 
 
Average 99 (15) 99 (14) 97 (19) 97 (20) 99 (15) 99 (15) 99 (15) 88 (18) 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note. ASPI = Adjustment Scales for Preschool Intervention. Entries are Wrigley-Neuhaus coefficients (Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1991) 
with decimals omitted for convenient presentation. Nonparenthetical values indicate similarity of the respective factor extracted from 
the full national standardization sample to the counterpart dimension extracted for a given subsample. Parenthetical values indicate 
average similarity of the specified dimension to all other (noncounterpart) dimensions extracted from the subsample. Factor analyses 
for subsamples proceeded exactly as that for the full national sample. 
 
a Coefficients are averages of 12 random subsamples (n = 1500 each) compared to the solution for the full sample. 
b Composed of children equal to or younger than the full sample median age of 4.35 years. 
c Composed of children older than the full sample median age of 4.35 years. 
d Composed of children of the following ethnicities: White, Asian, Native American and other. 
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Table 3 

Internal Consistency of ASPI Situational Dimensions  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Internal consistency
 a

 ______________________________________________________________________________

    African- 
Situational Total Males Females American Hispanic Other b Youngerc Olderd

Dimension N = 3779 n=1710 n=1813 n=2494 n=544 n=350 n=1747 n=1790 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Problems in Structured Learning .84 .84 .83 .83 .85 .83 .84 .81 
Problems in Peer Interaction .81 .82 .78 .81 .83 .76 .81 .81 
Problems in Teacher Interaction .75 .75 .74 .74 .77 .77 .76 .73 
 
Average .80 .80 .78 .79 .82 .79 .80 .78 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note. ASPI = Adjustment Scales for Preschool Intervention 
 
a Values are coefficient alpha computed for each subgroup of children. 
b The subsample included children of the following ethnicities: White, Asian, Native American, and other. 
c The subsample included children equal or younger than the full sample median age (4.35 years).
d The subsample included children older than the full sample median age (4.35 years). 
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Table 4 

Group Means and Standard Deviations for ASPI Situational Dimensions by Child Age and Sex 

 

 

 Three-year-oldsa Four-year-olds Five-year-olds 

 Male Female Male  Female Male  Female 

ASPI Situational Dimension n=496 n=548 n=1059 n=1136 n=155 n=128 

  

Problems in Structured Learning 55.36  (10.22) 51.99  (10.05) 50.32  (9.76) 47.30  (8.96) 48.87  (8.98) 45.63  (7.59)  

Problems in Peer Interaction 53.65  (10.33) 49.61    (9.59) 51.04  (10.44) 48.16  (9.21)  50.44  (10.58) 47.31  (9.09) 

Problems in Teacher Interaction 52.72  (10.44) 51.42  (10.50) 50.03  (10.14)  48.84  (9.61) 49.06  (9.43) 45.95  (9.20) 

 

Note. N =3779.  

a Values are means and (SD) computed for each subgroup of children for standardized T scores created based on a normative sample 

of low-income, preschool children. 
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Table 5 

Unique Contribution of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions to Interactive Peer Play 

Outcomes 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Interactive Peer Play (PIPPS) 

 ________________________________________ 

 Play Play Play  

 Disconnection Disruption Interaction 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

% Variance explained by:  
  
 Child demographics 2.8** 3.7**** 13.6**** 
 
 Behavioral dimensions 3.0**** 39.5**** 19.3**** 
  
 Situational dimensions a 21.3**** 0.7* 2.5**** 
 
  
 Overall Model b 28.6**** 44.0**** 36.7**** 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

N = 707.  
 
*p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .001, ****p< .0001. 
 

a Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of PIPPS dimensions uniquely by situational 

dimensions controlling (accounting for) the variance explained by the behavioral dimensions and 

by demographic covariates.  

 
b Values equal the multiple R2 (100) for prediction of PIPPS dimensions for the entire model. 
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Table 6 

Multivariate Hierarchical Setwise Regression of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions 

Predicting Interactive Peer Play 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Interactive Peer Play (PIPPS) a b 

 _________________________________________________ 

 Play Play Play  

 Disconnection Disruption Interaction 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Variable ß ß ß 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Child demographic variables c 

 

Behavioral dimensions 

 Aggressive -0.27 0.24 0.14 

 Inattentive/Hyperactive -0.13* 0.08 0.13** 

 Oppositional 0.58* 0.61* -0.89*** 

 Withdrawn/Low Energy -0.01 -0.10* -0.09 

 Socially Reticent 0.56** 0.05 -0.24 

 

Situational dimensions 

 Structured Learning 0.40**** -0.01 -0.29**** 

 Peer Interaction 0.58* 0.57* -0.27 

 Teacher Interaction 0.57 -0.01 -0.67* 

 

Pheno. & Situational Interaction  

 Socially Reticent & Teacher Inter. -0.79* -0.11 0.21 

 Oppositional & Peer Inter.  -0.80 -0.78* 0.45 

 Oppositional & Teacher Inter. -0.40 -0.16 1.34** 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

N = 707.  
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a Prior to being entered in the regression model, measures were standardized as T scores based on 

a normative sample of low-income, preschool children.  

 

bEntries are standardized parameter estimates derived in multivariate hierarchical multiple 

regression. All values reflect the relative contribution of each dimension on the PIPPS dependent 

variable (controlling for child age, sex, and ethnicity, and all other behavioral and situational 

dimensions). Tests assess the deviation of each parameter estimate from zero, where *p< .05, 

**p< .01, ***p< .001, ****p< .0001. Note that B and SE B are listed in Appendix B1.  

 
c For the sake of parsimony, regression weights for demographic covariates are not presented in 

this table. Significant values were found in the prediction of Play Interaction: age (ß = 0.17, p < 

.0001), sex (ß = 0.15, p < .0001), white (ß = 0.11, p < .05), and hispanic variables (ß = 0.09, p < 

.05).  
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Table 7 
 
Unique Contribution of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions to Classroom Learning 

Outcomes 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Child Observation Record (COR) 

 _________________________________________________ 

 Cognitive Social Movement  

 Skills Engagement & Coordination 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

% Variance explained by:  
 
 Child demographics  25.7**** 13.3**** 12.2**** 
 
 Behavioral dimensions 1.2 21.4*** 2.7** 
    
 Situational dimensions a 11.5**** 1.7** 18.0**** 
    
 Overall modelb 39.0**** 38.6**** 34.3**** 
             

N = 478.  
 

*p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .001, ****p< .0001. 
 

a Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of COR dimensions uniquely by situational 

dimensions controlling (accounting for) the variance explained by the behavioral dimensions and 

demographic covariates.  

 
b Values equal the multiple R2 (100) for prediction of COR dimensions for the entire model. 
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Table 8 

Multivariate Hierarchical Setwise Regression of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions 

Predicting Classroom Learning Outcomes 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Child Observation Record (COR) a b 

 _____________________________________________ 

 Cognitive Social Movement  

 Skills Engagement & Coordination 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Variable ß ß ß 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Child demographic variables c 

Behavioral dimensions 

 Aggressive 0.26 0.56 -0.12 

 Inattentive/Hyperactive -0.53 -0.78** -0.58 

 Oppositional 0.03 0.10 0.11 

 Withdrawn/Low Energy -0.12* -0.19** -0.17** 

 Socially Reticent -0.30 -0.61** -0.27 

Situational dimensions 

 Structured Learning -0.96** -1.11*** -0.81* 

 Peer Interaction -0.02 -0.05 -0.53 

 Teacher Interaction 0.31 0.16 0.18 

Pheno. & Situational Interaction  

 Socially Reticent & Struc. Learn. 1.22* 1.45** 0.96 

 Inatten/Hyper. & Peer Inter. .90 1.45** 0.92 

             

N = 478.  
a Prior to being entered in the regression model, measures were standardized as T scores based on 

a normative sample of low-income, preschool children.  
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b Entries are standardized parameter estimates derived in hierarchical multiple regression of the 

COR dimensions on the behavioral and situational dimensions. Values reflect the relative 

contribution of each dimension as covaried by child age, sex, and ethnicity, and all other 

behavioral and situational dimensions. Tests assess the deviation of each parameter estimate 

from zero, where *p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .001, ****p< .0001. Note that B and SE B are listed 

in Appendix B2.  

 

c For the sake of parsimony, regression weights for demographic covariates are not presented in 

this table. Age was the only significant demographic variable in this model, with: (ß = 0.40, p < 

.0001), (ß = 0.21, p < .0001), and (ß = 0.18, p < .0001) for the prediction of Cognitive, Social, 

and Movement & Coordination dimensions respectively.  
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Table 9 

Combined Contribution of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions to Interactive Peer Play 

Outcomes 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Interactive Peer Play (PIPPS) 

 ________________________________________ 

 Play Play Play  

 Disconnection Disruption Interaction 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

% Variance explained by:  
  
 Child demographics 2.8** 3.7**** 13.6**** 
  
 Situationala 21.3**** 32.1**** 17.7**** 
 
 Behavioralb 20.8**** 39.5**** 19.3**** 
  
 Situational and Behavioralc 24.3**** 39.8**** 21.2**** 
  
 Overall modeld 28.6**** 44.0**** 36.7**** 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

N = 707.  
 

a Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of PIPPS dimensions by situational dimensions 

alone as a set, controlling (accounting for) the variance explained by demographic covariates. 
 

b Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of PIPPS dimensions by behavioral dimensions 

alone as a set, controlling (accounting for) the variance explained by demographic covariates. 
 

c Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of PIPPS dimensions by both behavioral and 

situational dimensions combined together as a set, controlling (accounting for) the variance 

explained by demographic covariates. 

 
d Values equal the multiple R2 (100) for prediction of PIPPS dimensions for the entire model. 
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Table 10 

Combined Contribution of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions to Classroom Learning 

Outcomes 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Child Observation Record (COR) 

 _________________________________________________ 

 Cognitive Social Movement  

 Skills Engagement & Coordination 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

% Variance explained by:  
 
 Child demographics  25.7**** 13.3**** 12.2**** 
 
 Situationala 11.5**** 20.3**** 18.0**** 
 
 Behavioralb 10.7**** 21.4**** 18.8**** 
 
 Situational and Behavioralc 12.1**** 23.1**** 20.7**** 
  
 Overall modeld 39.0**** 38.6**** 34.3**** 
             

N = 478.  
 

a Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of COR dimensions by situational dimensions 

alone as a set, controlling (accounting for) the variance explained by demographic covariates. 

 
b Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of COR dimensions by behavioral dimensions 

alone as a set, controlling (accounting for) the variance explained by demographic covariates. 

 
c Values equal the partial R2 (100) for prediction of COR dimensions by both behavioral and 

situational dimensions combined together as a set, controlling (accounting for) the variance 

explained by demographic covariates. 

 
d Values equal the multiple R2 (100) for prediction of COR dimensions for the entire model. 
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Appendix A1 
 

Adjustment Scales for Preschool Intervention (ASPI) Classroom Situations 
 

1. How does this child greet you as the teacher? 
2. How does this child help with jobs? 
3. How does this child answer questions? 
4. How does this child seek your help? 
5. How does this child talk with you? 
6. How does this child seem to value attention? 
7. What is this child’s general manner with you? 
8. How does this child behave in the classroom? 
9. Is this child truthful? 
10. How does this child react to correction? 
11. Does this child pay attention in the classroom? 
12. How does this child cope with new learning tasks? 
13. How does this child get involved in classroom activities? 
14. How does this child work with hands (artwork, etc.)? 
15. How does this child sit during class-wide, teacher directed activities (e.g., story time, 

circle time, etc.)? 
16. Does this child respect other people’s belongings? 
17. How does this child take part in games with other children? 
18. How is this child at free play/individual choice? 
19. Whom does this child have as his/her companions? 
20. How does this child behave when standing in line? 
21. How does this child get along with others of his/her age?  
22. How does this child handle conflicts with other children? 
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Appendix A2 
 

ASPI Directions and two sample classroom situations with behavioral descriptions 
 
Directions: After each question, there are several descriptions of behaviors children may display. Fill in 
the circle beside any description that fits the child’s behavior over the past month. For each question, 
mark as many descriptions as apply to the child. If no descriptions apply, then do not fill in any circles for 
that question. 
 
A.1. Sample 1: How does this child cope with new learning tasks? 

• Has a happy-go-lucky attitude to every problem 
• Charges in without taking time to think or follow instructions 
• Approaches new tasks with caution, but tries 
• Won’t even attempt it if he/she senses a difficulty 
• Likes the challenge of something difficult 
• Cannot work up the energy to face anything new 

 
A.2. Sample 2: How is this child at free play/individual choice? 

• Engages in appropriate activities 
• Rather loud but not disruptive 
• Is too timid to join in 
• Disturbs others’ fun 
• Wants to dominate and have his/her own way 
• Starts fights and rough play 
• Needs teacher assistance to get involved 
• Usually plays by him/herself 
• Moves quickly from one activity to another 
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Appendix B1 

Multivariate Hierarchical Setwise Regression for ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions 

Predicting Interactive Peer Play 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Interactive Peer Play (PIPPS)a 

 ______________________________________________ 

 Play Play Play  

 Disconnection Disruption Interaction 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Variable B  (SE B) B  (SE B) B (SE B)  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Child demographics b  
  
Behavioral dimensions 
 Aggressive -0.50 (0.48) 0.30 (0.28) 0.16 (0.29)  
 Inattentive/Hyper. -0.23 (0.10) 0.10 (0.06) 0.15 (0.06)  
 Oppositional 1.04 (0.49) 0.73 (0.29) -1.04 (0.30)  
 Withdrawn/Low En. -0.01 (0.11) -0.14 (0.07) -0.12 (0.07)  
 Socially Reticent 0.96 (0.32) 0.05 (0.19) -0.27 (0.19)  
 
Situational dimensions 
 Structured Learning 0.55 (0.11) -0.00  (0.07) -0.26 (0.07)  
 Peer Interaction 0.22 (0.33) 0.51  (0.20) -0.23 (0.20)  
 Teacher Interaction 0.44 (0.44) -0.00 (0.26) -0.62 (0.27)  
 
Interaction (pheno. & situ) 
 Socially Reticent & Teacher -0.01 (0.01) -0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)  
   Oppositional & Peer Inter.  -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 0.01  (0.00)  
 Oppositional & Teacher Inter. -0.01 (0.01) -0.00  (0.01) 0.02  (0.01) 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

N = 707.  
 
a Entries are unstandardized parameter estimates (B) and standard errors for the estimate (SE B) 
derived in multivariate hierarchical multiple regression. All values are covaried by child age, sex, 
and ethnicity, and all other behavioral and situational dimensions.  
 

b For the sake of parsimony, regression weights for demographic covariates are not presented. 
Significant values were found in the prediction of Play Interaction: age (B = 2.86, SE B=0.53), 
sex (B = 3.00, SE B=0.62), white (B = 2.99, SE B=1.37), and hispanic variables (B = 3.31, SE 
B=1.54).  
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Appendix B2 
 

Multivariate Hierarchical Setwise Regression of ASPI Behavioral and Situational Dimensions 

Predicting Classroom Learning Outcomes 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Child Observation Record (COR) a 

 _____________________________________________ 

 Cognitive Social Movement  

 Skills Engagement & Coordination 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Variable B  (SE B) B  (SE B) B (SE B)  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Child demographics b  
  
Behavioral dimensions 
 Aggressive 0.34  (0.42) 0.71 (0.41) -0.14 (0.39) 
 Inattentive/Hyper. -0.66 (0.36) -0.95 (0.35) -0.66 (0.34) 
 Oppositional 0.03 (0.07) 0.12 (0.07) 0.13 (0.07) 
 Withdrawn/Low En. -0.19 (0.09) -0.28 (0.09) -0.24 (0.09) 
 Socially Reticent -0.38 (0.29) -0.74 (0.28) -0.31 (0.27) 
 
Situational dimensions 
 Structured Learning -0.94 (0.32) -1.06 (0.31) 0.72 (0.30) 
 Peer Interaction -0.02 (0.26) -0.05 (0.25) -0.45 (0.25) 
 Teacher Interaction 0.32 (0.30) 0.16 (0.29) 0.17 (0.28) 
 
Interaction (pheno. & situ) 
 Socially Reticent & Struc. Learn. 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 
 Inatten/Hyper. & Peer Inter. 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 
            _____ 

N = 478.  
a Entries are unstandardized parameter estimates (B) and standard errors for the estimate (SE B) 
derived in multivariate hierarchical multiple regression. All values are covaried by child age, sex, 
and ethnicity, and all other behavioral and situational dimensions.  
 

b For the sake of parsimony, regression weights for demographic covariates are not presented in 
this table. Age was the only significant demographic predictor in this model, with: (B = 7.45, SE 
B=0.73), (B = 3.82, SE B=0.71), and (B = 3.07, SE B=0.69) for the prediction of Cognitive, 
Social, and Movement & Coordination dimensions, respectively. 
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Appendix C 
 

Bivariate Correlations between Fall ASPI Behavioral and Situational Variables and Peer Social and Classroom Learning 
Competencies at the End of the Year 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Spring Competency Outcomes 
 _______________________________________________ 
 
 Play  Play Play Cognitive Social Coordinated 
Fall ASPI Variables Disconnection Disruption Interaction Skills Engagement Movement  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Behavioral dimensions 

 Aggressive .16**** .63**** -.22**** -.17*** -.16*** -.09* 

 Inattentive/Hyperactive .15**** .47**** -.16**** -.23**** -.21**** -.20**** 

 Oppositional .15**** .48**** -.09* -.07 -.05 -.00 

 Withdrawn/Low Energy .35**** -.13*** -.40**** -.37**** -.45**** -.41**** 

 Socially Reticent .42**** -.06 -.41**** -.33**** -.44**** -.39**** 
 

Situational dimensions 

 Problems in Structured Learning .46**** .33**** -.49**** -.43**** -.48**** -.42**** 

 Problems in Peer Interaction .24**** .59**** -.24**** -.17**** -.18**** -.12** 

 Problems in Teacher Interaction .38**** .22**** -.36**** -.33**** -.38**** -.34**** 

N = 738, 739, 740 for Play Disconnection, Play Disruption, Play Interaction, respectively. 
N = 486, 494, 506 for Cognitive Skills, Social Engagement, and Coordinated Movement, respectively 
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